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ABSTRACT
The research work of the present study is focused on the
numerical simulation of primary breakup of high-viscosity non-
Newtonian fluids. For the experimental investigation of fluid
properties such as viscosity, surface tension and flow behaviour
on the jet breakup an external mixing twin-fluid nozzle is used, as
investigated in a previous study [Müller et al., ASME Turbo Expo
2016, GT2016-56371]. To describe the disintegration process
of the fluids, characteristic features like liquid jet morphology,
breakup length, breakup frequency and spray angle are evalu-
ated. Furthermore, the primary breakup of slurries is simulated
without discretizing the particles as a third phase, which heavily
reduced the computational effort. Instead, the physical proper-
ties (density, viscosity) of the liquid phase take the influence of
the particles into account.
The primary breakup was investigated using the open source
CFD software OpenFOAM. To gather the morphology of the
primary breakup and the flow field characteristics compressible
large eddy simulations (LES) were performed and the movement
of the gas-liquid interface was captured by means of the Volume
of Fluid-Method (VOF).
The conducted simulations showed good agreement with ex-
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perimental results with respect to the characteristic features (e.g.
breakup length) and the significant influence of viscosity and sur-
face tension on the primary breakup. It is reasonably justified
that the used OpenFOAM code and VOF is sufficient to simulate
the primary breakup of particle laden liquids without discretizing
particles as a third phase. Moreover, those findings contribute to
a better understanding of the physics responsible of the breakup
of high-viscosity liquid jets and as well to create an experimen-




A Area C Fitting parameter
D Diameter Fσ Volumetric surface
tension force
L Length K Fitting parameter
P Scalar pressure S f Outward-pointing vector
of the cell face
SMD Sauter mean diameter T Temperature
U Mean velocity U Velocity vector




f Frequency g Gravitational
acceleration
m Fitting parameter ṁ Mass flow
n Fitting parameter q̇ Conductive heat flux
s Web thickness t Time
x, y, z Directions in space
Greek letters
α Volume fraction γ̇ Shear rate
κ Curvature of the
surface
µ Dynamic viscosity
φ Arbitrary variable ψ Compressibility
ρ Density σ Surface tension
τ Viscous stress tensor
Non-dimensional parameters
Re Reynolds number We Weber number
Oh Ohnesorge number M Momentum ratio
GLR Gas-liquid ratio
Subscripts
b Breakup c Compression
f Based on the cell face g Gas
h Hydraulic l Liquid
max Maximum rel Relative gas/liquid
0 Zero shear ∞ Infinite shear
MOTIVATION AND INTRODUCTION
Shortage of conventional fuels and the necessity to reduce
CO2-emissions lead to an increased usage of low quality fuels
such as pyrolysis oils and coal-water-slurries (CWS). In terms of
atomisation, the most challenging aspect of such liquids is their
complex atomisation behaviour due to the wide range of physical
properties like viscosity and surface tension as well as the shear
dependent flow behaviour.
One way to utilize such low-grade fossil or biogenic liquid
fuels is their conversion to synthesis gas (main components: CO
& H2), e.g. via high pressure entrained flow gasification (EFG).
The EFG has a wide variety of applications [1]. Thus, the syngas
can be used for the synthesis of methane (SNG), for the produc-
tion of high quality speciality chemicals via a synthesis (CtL;
BtL) or serve as fuel in an IGCC power plant.
For this application field mainly gas assisted burner noz-
zles are used due to complex physical properties of the fuels,
as they allow low liquid velocities and therefore resonable pres-
sure drops inspite of the high-viscosities. As fuel conversion is
driven by droplet evaporation and subsequent degradation of the
evaporated fuel, the spray quality, the spray angle and flow field
generated by the burner nozzle are of major importance [2] to
produce a high quality syngas.
Due to the specific operating conditions the atomisation for
EFG is connected with several challenges, (I) high viscosity (up
to 1000 mPas), (II) complex rheological behaviour, (III) opera-
tion at elevated reactor pressure (up to 80 bar), (IV) operation in
oxygen-blown mode, where the atomisation agent also serves as
gasification agent to increase the overall efficiency of the process.
As the amount of gasification agent is limited by the stoichiom-
etry of the reaction, the available amount of atomisation agent is
limited, too. Since the spray quality decreases with the amount
of available atomisation agent, a thorough understanding of the
atomisation process of high-viscosity fuels is needed.
The liquid jet breakup in external mixing twin-fluid nozzles
is characterized by the following non-dimensional parameters:
The liquid (Eqn. (1)) and gas Reynolds numbers (Eqn. (4)), the
aerodynamic Weber number (Eqn. (2)), the Ohnesorge number


























Here, Ug and Ul are the mean gas and liquid velocitiy and
Urel is the relative gas/liquid velocity, whereas Dh, in Eqn. (4),
is the hydraulic diameter and is defined as twice the annular gap
width of the gas channel.
The application of twin-fluid nozzles for the atomisation of
low viscosity liquids at ambient pressure has been thoroughly
studied in literature and an overview of the experimental inves-
tigations is provided by [3]: For example, [4–8] investigated
among other things: the breakup regimes, the liquid core lengths
and the breakup frequencies of coaxial air-water jets. In addi-
tion, the liquid core length was also studied by [9–11], whereas
the influence of web thickness was studied for instance by [12].
The breakup of a water jet at reactor pressures up to 21 bar was
studied by [13]. The breakup morphology, breakup length and
oscillation frequency of coke water slurries in an annular air jet
were determined by Zhao et al. [14] . Tsai and Vu [15] showed
the impact of slurry viscosity on airblast atomisation quality with
an internal mixing twin-fluid jet atomizer but also the influence
of the particle size distribution.
A correlation to predict the Sauter mean diameter (SMD)
based on non-dimensional parameters is provided by [16] and
shown in Eqn. (7),
SMD =C Dl Ohm (GLR We)
n , (7)
where C, m, n are fitting parameters. For a better understand-
ing of the complex rheological behaviour and its effect upon
the atomisation a method to estimate the apparent viscosity un-
der atomisation conditions was deduced in [17]. Sänger et al.
showed [17], that this correlation (Eqn. (7)) can also be used
to predict droplet sizes of non-Newtonian liquids, if the correct
value of the shear dependent viscosity during the atomisation
process is used in the Ohnesorg-Number, which emphasizes the
need to correctly predict this property.
The experimental investigations of laminar liquid jets
showed, that the breakup process can be seperated into two
stages: the destabilization due to the high velocity difference be-
tween the surrounding gas stream and the liquid jet, which in-
duces disturbances on the jet surface due to a Kelvin-Helmholtz
like instability [8]. As these pertubations grow, the jet is under-
going an increasing deformation. This second stage begins, as
liquid structures are deflected into the gas stream and finally dis-
integrate to ligaments and large droplets.
Contrary to the experimental investigations, numerical stud-
ies focusing on the primary jet breakup in gas assisted nozzles are
still scarce and also mostly limited to low viscosity liquids. For
instance, Tian et al. [18] studied the primary breakup of a water
jet. An overview upon the modelling of primary atomisation can
be found in [19].
Analysis of high-speed images from a previous study by the
authors showed [20], that the breakup morphology changes from
the membrane (Fig. 1a, left) to the fiber type breakup (Fig. 1a,
right) with decreasing liquid viscosity or increasing GLR.
Furthermore it was determined, that the jet disintegration
follows two different types of instability depending on liquid
viscosity and GLR, as illustrated in Fig. 1b: A pulsating mode
consisting of a longitudinal and axis-symmetric mode triggered
by a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (Fig. 1b, left) and a flapping
mode characterized by a deflection in radial direction shortly af-
ter the nozzle (Fig. 1b, right). Moreover, a transition between
both modes was detected for some operating conditions. Addi-
tionally, droplet size measurements showed [20], that the flap-
ping instability mode results in a wider spray angle and lower
SMD than the pulsating mode.
In addition, the influence of reactor pressure upon the atom-
isation of high-viscosity liquids was studied in [21], where a de-
crease of drop size for a constant relative velocity between gas
and liquid was reported with increasing reactor pressure. More-







FIGURE 1: MORPHOLOGY OF LIQUID JET BREAKUP
upon the atomisation performance was studied in [22]. They
showed, that by the creation of a capillary suspension the sta-
bility of the fuel was increased as well as the spray quality was
improved. In this context the dependency of spray angles on
surface tension was evaluated. In addition, a change of the pri-
mary instability mode from flapping to pulsating was reported,
when the secondary fluid was added. Moreover, gasification ex-
periments were conducted with an atmospheric lab-scale plant,
which used an external mixing twin-fluid nozzle similar to the
ones investigated here [2].
Besides these experiments, numerical simulations were con-
ducted by the authors to investigate the primary breakup of high-
viscosity liquids in [23–25] and validated with the data obtained
in the experiments. These results showed good agreement with
the measurements with regard to the breakup morphology and the
mode of the primary instability as well as the breakup frequency
and length.
The objective of this study is the investigation of the influ-
ence of surface tension and non-Newtonian behaviour upon the
primary breakup process by numerical simulation. Secondly, the
simulation of a coke water slurry is considered by using a sim-
plified approach, which reduces the computational effort.
NUMERICAL AND RHEOLOGIC FORMULATION
The two-phase simulations in this study were performed us-
ing the compressibleInterFoam-code of the open source C++ li-
braries of OpenFOAM [26] (Version 2.4.0), which applies the
Volume of Fluid-Method (VOF) by Hirt and Nichols [27] to
capture the interface. The upcoming section will give a short
overview upon the modelling of the liquid jet breakup, especially
with regard to the behaviour and modelling of non-Newtonian
fluids. For a more detailed description the reader is referred to
previous publications [23, 24].
Governing equations
For the numerical description of the underlying two-phase
problem the governing equations for mass (Eqn. (8)), momentum
(Eqn. (9)) and energy (Eqn. (10)) have to be solved as well as
an equation, that describes the interface between the two phases
based on the continuity equation of the liquid (Eqn. (11)):
∂ρ
∂ t
+∇ · (ρU) = 0 (8)
∂ (ρU)
∂ t
+∇ · (ρUU) =−∇P+∇ · τ +ρg+Fσ (9)
∂ (ρe)
∂ t
+∇ · (ρeU) =−∇ · (PU)+∇ · (τU)−∇q̇ (10)
∂ (ρlαl)
∂ t
+∇ · (ρlαlUl) = 0 (11)
τ represents the viscous stress tensor and is defined as τ =
2µ(0.5[(∇U)+(∇U>)]), while e is total energy with e = cvT +
0.5 |U|2. It should be noted, that only properties labelled with a
subscript l for the liquid phase correspond to the properties of the
respective liquid, whereas all other properties without a subscript
correspond to the single continuous fluid according to the VOF
method, which will be discussed in the next sub-section.
Interface capturing
The VOF method is based on the representation of the in-
terface by a single variable for each computational cell, which
is transported by advection with the flow field. In addition, gas
and liquid phase are considered one hypothetical continuous fluid
throughout the domain. The volume fraction of the liquid is com-
monly used as indicator function of the interface and as such
defined in the range of αl ∈ [0,1], where the liquid phase is rep-
resented by αl = 1 and the gas phase by αl = 0. For the sake of
better readability the liquid volume fraction is from here on de-
noted without subscript αl ≡ α . Combination of Eqn. (11) and
(8) and subsequent re-formulation leads to the interface captur-
ing advection equation of the liquid volume fraction α:
∂α
∂ t











The properties of the hypothetical continuous fluid such as
density ρ or viscosity µ are calculated for an arbitrary volumetric
property φ by an average of the properties of the gas φg and liquid
phase φl , weighted with the liquid volume fraction α according
to [28]:
φ = φlα +φg (1−α) (13)
The volumetric surface tension force in Eqn. (9) is calculated
with the CSF model proposed by Brackbill et al. [29]:
Fσ = σκ (α)∇α, with κ (α) =−∇ ·
(
∇α f∣∣∇α f ∣∣ ·S f
)
(14)
The correct calculation of the surface tension force is highly de-
pendent upon a sharp resolution of the interface, which is repre-
sented by all cells with α ∈]0,1[ and typically extends over sev-
eral cells. This effect leads to a smearing of the precise interface,
which is commonly known as numerical diffusion, and is influ-
enced by grid resolution as well as the discretization scheme of
the first divergence term in Eqn. (12).
In order to minimize the ”smearing” an artificial interface
compression velocity Uc is used in the second divergence term
in Eqn. (12) following the algebraic counter-gradient approach
by Weller [30]. The compression velocity is calculated as formu-
lated in [28], which limits the compression to the direction nor-
mal to the surface and prevents unwanted advection of the liquid
volume fraction in other directions. Due to the factor α (1−α)
the compression is also limited to the area of gas-liquid surface,
as it is only there differing from zero.
To guarantee boundedness of the liquid volume fraction
Eqn. (12) is solved using the MULES (Multidimensional Univer-
sal Limiter for Explicit Solutions) method [31] in OpenFOAM,
which uses an additional limiter to cut-off of the face-fluxes dur-
ing advection.
Turbulence modelling
As the proper prediction of the transient turbulent gas flow
is decisive for the modelling of the atomisation process in twin-
fluid nozzles, an LES approach is chosen, based on spatial filter-
ing of the flow field [32]. An algebraic Smagorinsky model [33]
was used for the calculation of the unknown subgrid-scale stress
tensor, which is further detailed in the work of Fureby [34].
A detailed reasoning for the choice of the subgrid-scale
model as well as a comparison of the calculated flow field with
experimental measurements is given in a previous publication
[23].
Shear thinning behaviour
Shear thinning non-Newtonian fluids show a different flow
behaviour than Newtonian ones. Their viscosity decreases with
the strength of the shear force and has to be calculated during the
simulation. The shear thinning behaviour as function of the shear
rate can be estimated by a model equation. Possible equations are
the Bird-Carreau-model (Eqn. (15)) proposed by Bird and Car-
reau [35, 36], the Cross-model (Eqn. (16)) by Cross [37] or the
Sisko-model (Eqn. (17)), derived from Sisko [38]. The models
contain the shear rate γ̇ , the zero viscosity µl,0 = µl(γ̇ → 0), the
infinite viscosity µl,∞ = µl(γ̇ →∞) and various fitting parameters











µl = a+bγ̇n−1 (17)
The choice of model equation depends on the respective
fluid. These three model equations have displayed the best agree-
ments with experimental results based upon analysis of shear-
dependent viscosity using a rotational rheometer (Searle-type).
SETUP
This section presents the preceding study conducted in or-
der to validate the implementation of the model equations (Eqn.
(15)-(17)). In addition, the experimental test rig, the investigated
twin-fluid nozzle and the properties of the used model liquids
and the atomisation agent are introduced. Moreover, the numeri-
cal domain and the boundary conditions are illustrated.
Preliminary study: Two-plates model
The schematic and the numerical domain of the Two-plates
model, which was used in a preceding study to validate the model
equations (Eqn. (15) - (17)), is shown in Fig. 2. More details
about the model equations are presented in [39]. A Couette flow
is adjusted by the flow velocity and results in a constant shear
rate γ̇ = dUdy = const. Therefore the velocity of the upper plate is
set to a maximal velocity Umax and the velocity of the lower plate
is set to zero.
The boundary condition for the velocity field at the inlet and
outlet is given by a zero-gradient approach. The pressure bound-
ary conditions on the upper and lower plate is configured so that
the flow is determined by the velocity boundary condition. On
the inlet the pressure is set to a constant value of 1 bar and at
the outlet a zero-gradient condition is used. The liquid volume
fraction and temperature are set to values of 1 and 293 K, respec-
tively, at the inlet and in the computational domain, whereas a









FIGURE 2: SCHEMATIC AND NUMERICAL DOMAIN OF
THE TWO-PLATES MODEL WITH VELOCITY PROFILE
Experimentally investigated atomizer nozzle
The measurements presented in this work were conducted at
the ATMO test rig. A detailed description of it is given in [20].
Experiments were performed using an external mixing twin
fluid nozzle, which is schematically presented in Fig. 3. The
liquid is supplied by a central tube to the nozzle orifice whereas
atomisation agent flows through a concentric annular gap. The
central liquid tube is coloured blue in Fig. 3 and has a diameter
of Dl = 2mm, while the diameter of the outer annular gas gap
at the exit plane of the nozzle is Dg = 5.4mm and is coloured in
green.
Numerical domain
The numerical domain of the nozzle geometry is depicted in
Fig. 4 as half-section of the entire domain, cropped in x-direction
approximately 50 mm after the nozzle exit area for the sake of
better visualization. The region of the primary breakup as well
as the internal of the twin-fluid nozzles are covered by the com-
putational grid. The internal of the nozzles was included as it
(a) SIDE VIEW (b) FRONT VIEW
FIGURE 3: SCHEMATIC OF THE INVESTIGATED TWIN
FLUID NOZZLE
might influence the gas velocity field, which in turn influences
the atomisation. A cylinder with a radius of 0.015 m and a length













FIGURE 4: NUMERICAL DOMAIN OF THE TWO-PHASE
SIMULATIONS
The grid is composed of hexahedral cells, which start from a
central o-grid in the y-z-plane, see Fig. 4, detail (II). The o-grid’s
central block has a resolution of 50 µm in all three directions. A
cut of the nozzle exit area in the x-y-plane of the mesh is shown
in Fig. 4, detail (I).
Boundary conditions and fluid properties
A non-slip boundary condition was set for the velocity at the
walls, whereas the inlet profiles of gas and liquid were initialized
with a uniform velocity corresponding to the given mass flows.
At the ambience a zero-gradient condition was used for the ve-
locity field and the pressure was set to 1 barabs. The temperature
was set to 20 ◦C at all inlets and a zero-gradient approach was
used otherwise. The liquid phase fraction value was set to 1 at
the liquid inlet and to 0 at the gas inlet, respectively.
To investigate the influence of the surface tension and the
dynamic shear viscosity on primary jet breakup, different non-
Newtonian and highly viscous Newtonian fluids were investi-
gated: A china clay/glycerol/water suspension (china clay mass
fraction: 15 %, glycerol mass fraction: 71.8 %, china clay parti-
cle size: approx. 2 µm,acronym : CCG [17]), a carboxymethyl-
cellulose/water mixture (acronym: CMC) and a beech wood
coke/water suspension with and without addition of 3.1 % oc-
tanol (coke particle volumetric mean equivalent sphere diameter:
20 µm, acronym: CWS) were analysed as non-Newtonian fluids.
To compare the behaviour of the non-Newtonian with the New-
tonian fluids a glycerol/water mixture with the constant viscosity
of 400 mPas (glycerol mass fraction: 93.8 %, [17, 23], acronym:
GLW) was used.
With a rheometer different viscosities are determinated by
varying shear rate. Hence, zero and infinite viscosity of each
model fluid can be calculated by extrapolation using Eqn. (15)
– (17). Both viscosities and the fitting parameters of the model
fluid are listed in Tab. 1 with the appropriate model equation. The
dynamic viscosity was measured within shear rates of γ̇ = 1−
4000s−1 using a rheometer with a cylindrical measuring system
(Searle-type), see Searle [40]. The very good agreement between
model equations and the measurement data is also depicted in
Fig. 5.
Surface tension σ and liquid density ρl were measured with
a tensiometer applying the Du Noüy ring method, see du Noüy
[41] and the weighing method for liquid density.
All other physical properties of the investigated model liq-
uids, which were measured at 20 ◦C and 1 bar, as well as the
operating conditions and the acronyms for each simulation are
given in Tab. 2. Air was used as atomisation agent with a density
of 1.205 kgm−3 and a dynamic viscosity of 0.0182 mPas.
RESULTS
An overview about the physical properties of the model flu-
ids and the operating conditions of the simulations is given in
Tab. 2. The liquid mass flow was set to a constant value of
10 kgh−1 during all simulations, while the varying gas mass flow
implicates a GLR between 0.5 and 0.8.
Each of the simulation represents a physical time span of
at least 50 ms, which ensures an acceptable statistic convergence
as at least 50 convective times are captured. The time stepping
during a simulation is limited by the CFL-number to be smaller
than 0.4 and results in time steps of approximately 0.25 µs. The
simulated time span is then evaluated at 0.1 ms, which is 400
TABLE 1: PARAMETERS OF THE MODEL EQUATIONS
Model fluid Model equation
µ0 µ∞ K n
mPas mPas a b
China clay/glycerol/water Bird-
Carreau
777 148 1.20798 0.4002
Carboxymethylcellulose/water Cross 420 18 0.00602 0.62973
Beech wood coke/water (0 % octanol) Sisko 1876 3.06 0.00209 0.023 0.2815
Beech wood coke/water (3.1 % octanol) Sisko 199167 3.09 0.00309 0.714 0.045
TABLE 2: PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE MODEL FLUIDS AND OPERATING CONDITIONS AT 20 ◦C
Case
ρ σ µ GLR M We











CCG2 0.8 19.0 341
CMC 1006 68.9 * 0.6 8.1 179
BWC1 1099 71.7 * 0.5
6.2 119
BWC2 1091 35.4 6.1 241
GLW glycerol/water – glycerol mass fraction: 93.8 % [17, 23]
CCG china clay/glycerol/water – china clay mass fraction: 15 %, glycerol mass fraction: 71.8 % [17]
CMC carboxymethylcellulose/water – carboxymethylcellulose mass fraction: 2.33 % [17]
BWC beech wood coke/water – beech wood coke mass fraction: 20 %, BWC1: octanol volume fraction 0 %, BWC2: octanol volume fraction 3.1 % [22]
* non-Newtonian fluid, dynamic viscosity is shear-dependent, see Tab. 1
times bigger than the computational time step of the simulation
and makes frequency analysis possible in the range of 20 Hz to
5000 Hz.
Validation of the simulations
Simulations of Newtonian fluids have already been vali-
dated with experiments with regard to morphology of the pri-
mary breakup and quantitative analysis of breakup frequency and
length in previous investigations [23, 24].
To validate the correct calculation of the apparent viscosity
during the simulation by the implemented model equations the
previously described Two-plate model case is used. For this pur-
pose, various shear rates between 0.1-1000 s−1 are adapted. The
simulation then calculates the shear rate from the velocity field
and subsequently the viscosity with the specified model equa-
tion and parameters (Eqn. (15) - (17)). The value of the vis-
cosity obtained from these simulations are then compared with
the measured data and the consequent fit. As depicted in Fig. 5,
the measurements and simulations show excellent agreement,
thereof demonstrating the correct implementation of the model
equations.
The simulations of non-Newtonian fluids are validated by
comparison with experimental data with regard to breakup mor-
phology, breakup length and frequency as well as the predicted
apparent viscosity of the fluid. This is exemplarily shown for
case CMC. Detailed information on the definitions of the breakup
length and the breakup frequency as well as their determination
can be found in [23].
Figure 6 depicts a snapshot of the liquid jet structure from
experiment and simulation. For the simulations, projections of
FIGURE 5: APPARENT VISCOSITY µ VS. SHEAR
RATE γ̇: COMPARISON OF RHEOMETER MEASURE-
MENTS, MODEL EQUATIONS AND SIMULATIONS OF
THE TWO-PLATES CASE
the liquid volume structure to the xy-plane (middle) as well as
the xz-plane (right) are shown, as the jet breakup is a three di-
mensional phenomena. Comparison shows, that the breakup
morphology is well captured by the simulation. The intact liq-
uid structure shows the same features and characteristic length
scales (emphasized by a vertical line). Furthermore, the simula-
tion correctly predicts the formation of the axis-symmetric wave
structure of the pulsation mode (marked by horizontal arrows),
although with a slightly lower amplitude of the wave. In the
experiment, the jet breakup follows the membrane type regime
with the characteristic formation and disintegration of thin mem-
branes. The formation of these membranes is well captured by
the simulation, although the grid resolution of 50 µm is not suffi-
cient to reproduce the membrane itself, as their thickness is well
below 5 µm. For a more detailed explanation of the limitations
of the mesh resolution with regard to the membrane itself, the
reader is referred to [23].
In Fig. 7 the temporal evolution of the breakup length Lb
is shown for the simulation of case CMC. Three different sec-
tions can be detected, which are marked with I, II and III, respec-
tively. In section I and III, the breakup length displays a periodic
behaviour and approximately the same mean breakup length of
11 mm, which is in good agreement with the experimental result
of 10.8 mm.
FIGURE 6: BREAKUP MORPHOLOGY OF CASE CMC.





FIGURE 7: BREAKUP LENGTH Lb VS. TIME t (CASE CMC)
In the transition region II the primary breakup mode changes
to a slight flapping motion, which can be seen in the right part of
picture (b) in Fig. 7 (emphasized by arrows), whereas region I
and III follow the experiments and show a pulsating primary in-
stability. The transition leads to a decrease of the breakup length
to 9.6 mm and the periodic behaviour is not recognisable any-
more.
This finding also is in accordance with previous investiga-
tions [25], wherein a change of the primary instability mode was
induced by a slight change of the nozzle geometry at constant
operating conditions and the same decrease in the liquid breakup
length was reported.
Furthermore, the temporal behaviour of the jet breakup is
studied in terms of the breakup frequency fb, which is defined as
the passing frequency of the axisymetric wave in case of the pul-
FIGURE 8: DETERMINATION OF THE BREAKUP FRE-
QUENCY: LIQUID PRESENCE VS. TIME t AT THREE VIR-
TUAL PROBES (TOP) AND LIQUID PRESENCE SPEC-
TRUM LP VS. FREQUENCY f OF CASE CMC. THE VER-
TICAL LINE MARKS THE FUNDAMENTAL MODE
sating mode. Figure 8 exemplarily depicts the monitored liquid
presence signal of three virtual probes (top) from region I and the
energy spectrum from a Fast Fourier transformation of these sig-
nals. The analysis yields a frequency of 664 Hz, which is slightly
lower than the measured value of 768 Hz. Additionally, there is
a good agreement between this frequency with the fundamental
mode of the liquid breakup length signal of region I and III (see
Fig. 7), which were determined to 640 Hz and 600 Hz, respec-
tively.
On top, the simulation was analysed with regard to the rhe-
ological behaviour and the effective viscosity is compared with
the one experimentally determined. Sänger et al. [17] estimated
the apparent viscosity of case CMC during the jet breakup to
152 mPas . In Fig. 9 a cut of the liquid structure in the xy-plane
is shown depicting the gas flow field in terms of vectors and the
shear rate (left) as well as the effective viscosity (right) as con-
tour plots. The shear rate is particularly large at liquid structures,
that protrude into the gas stream, and as a consequence viscosity
is low at these points. In contrast to this, the viscosity is lower
at the center of the axis-symmetric instability. To determine the
shear dependent viscosity in the simulation the liquid jet is cut in
axial direction in blocks of 1 mm length, starting 1 mm upstream
of the nozzle exit. The effective viscosity is then averaged over
FIGURE 9: XY-CUTPLANE CLOSE TO THE NOZZLE EXIT:
LEFT: SHEAR RATE. RIGHT: VISCOSITY. VECTORS IL-
LUSTRATE GAS FLOW FIELD.
all liquid cells in each of these blocks.
FIGURE 10: APPARENT VISCOSITY µ VS. TIME t
Figure 10 shows the temporal evolution of the apparent vis-
cosity calculated for each of these blocks. For these blocks
the mean apparent viscosity was calculated to values between
114.9 mPas (Block5) and 169.1 mPas (Block3). In addition, the
average over blocks 3 to 4 was computed to 156.5 mPas, which
is in good agreement with the experimentally determined value
of 152 mPas.
Deducing from the comparison of case CMC with experi-
ment the following simulations of other non-Newtonian fluids,
thus, are reasonably justified.
Influence of surface tension
The influence of surface tension upon the primary breakup
was studied with help of two virtual fluids GLW1 and GLW3,
which were derived from the experimentally and numerically
investigated GLW2[23] by adjustment of the surface tension to
10 mNm−1 and 100 mNm−1, respectively. By this procedure it
is possible to isolate the influence of this property. From the We-
numbers given in Tab. 1 one would expect a strong change of the
primary breakup morphology from case GLW1 to GLW3, as they
differ in one order of magnitude.
(a) CASE GLW1 (10 mNm−1) (b) CASE GLW3 (100 mNm−1)
FIGURE 11: INFLUENCE OF THE SURFACE TENSION
UPON THE MORPHOLOGY OF LIQUID JET BREAKUP
Figure 11 shows case GLW1 (left) and GLW3 (right) from
different view directions. Comparison shows, that the primary
breakup morphology stays the same and the breakup regime still
is of the membrane type. Influence of the surface tension is only
apparent during the formation of the thin ligaments and the mem-
branes, as the decrease of their diameter and therefore the in-
crease of the curvature enhances the impact of surface tension
forces.
Additionally, the cases were investigated with regard to
breakup length Lb, frequency fb and the radial expansion of the
liquid structures in terms of spray angle α , which was analo-
gously determined to [22]. The results are listed in Tab. 3. Com-
paring them, a clear trend emerges: An increase of the surface
tension leads to an increase of the breakup length and a decrease
of the breakup frequency and the radial expansion of the jet, as
the stabilizing surface tension forces increase.
TABLE 3: QUANTITATIVE INFLUENCE OF THE SURFACE
TENSION UPON THE PRIMARY BREAKUP
SIM EXP
Case
Lb fb α Lb fb α
mm Hz ° mm Hz °
GLW1 11.05 469 21 – – –
GLW2* 11.2 428 17 10.8 469 27
GLW3 11.5 410 15 – – –
* Published in [23].
Simulation of a suspension with very small particles
with a simplified approach
The influence of non-Newtonian flow behaviour was also in-
vestigated for two additional cases CCG1 and CCG2. In this
cases, the used fluid represents a suspension with very small par-
ticles of approx. 2 µm in diameter.
As the VOF-method does not incorporate a description of
solid particles in the liquid phase the suspension is modelled by
a virtual liquid. This liquid includes the influence of particles by
its physical properties, e.g. the density used is equal to that of
the suspension (see Tab. 2 for the specific properties). By this
approach the numerical effort of the simulations is drastically
reduced compared to a modelling of the particles, as neither a
Eulerian-Lagrangian method needs to be implemented nor that
the particles needs to be discretized by third phase.
The two cases were also evaluated with regard to the appar-
ent viscosity. The breakup length and their comparison with ex-
perimental data, as far as available, is shown in Tab. 4. The sim-
ulations predict the apparent viscosity within reasonable agree-
ment to the experimental data as well as the general trend. More-
over, the simulations show a decrease of the mean breakup length
with an increase of the GLR from case CCG1 to CCG2, which is
in agreement with literature, as the momentum ratio increases
and most correlations use the following relation: Lb ∝ M−a
[6, 10].
Simulation of CWS with a simplified approach
In a last step, the breakup of two CWS was studied in cases
CWS1 and CWS2, which were motivated by the results of a pre-
vious publication [22]. The main goal of this experiment was to
investigate the stabilization of CWS due to the formation of cap-
illary suspensions by addition of an immiscible, secondary fluid
and its influence upon the atomisation behavoiur. The results
of the experiments showed, that the addition of a small amount
of octanol drastically improved the sedimentation properties and
also improved the atomisation behaviour, as the SMD decreased
TABLE 4: COMPARISON OF SIMULATION AND EXPER-




µ∗ Lb µ∗ Lb
mPas mm mPas mm
CMC 156.5 10.9 152 10.8
CCG1 161.9 9.8 185* –
CCG2 155.5 6.6 176 –
* Mean value of 176 mPas (GLR =0.8) and 190 mPas (GLR =0.4)
with the addition of octanol.
As with the cases CCG1 and CCG2 the same simplified
approach was used, which incorporates the particles by global
physical properties of the liquid in the VOF-method.
Figure 12 depicts a comparison of the breakup morphology
of CWS1 and CWS2 as well as a comparison between experi-
ments and simulations by means of snapshots in a timeseries of
1 ms. In agreement with the experiments, the simulation also
predicts the flapping instability with a more pronounced radial
deflection of the jet for CWS1 as well as the pulsating instabil-
ity for CWS2 (The direction of the liquid jet movement is de-
picted by arrows in Fig. 12). Moreover, the breakup regime is
correctly predicted as the fiber type in both cases. In addition,
the intact liquid structure, which is still connected with the noz-
zle exit, has approximately the same size (marked by lines of the
same in length in experiment and simulation).
The limitation of the method by the mesh resolution is vis-
ible further downstream where the liquid structures disintegrate
into smaller droplets in the size of the cells. Nonetheless, the
simulations succeed by correctly predicting morphology as well
as size and instability mode for both cases with the simplified
approach.
CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
Typical non-conventional fuels for EFG feature, amongst
other properties, a strong non-Newtonian flow behaviour. This
leads to a dependence of the viscosity from the operating condi-
tions of the atomizer in terms of shear stress and therefore com-
plicates the application of typical SMD-correlations (Eqn. (7)).
The influence of the non-Newtonian flow behaviour as well
as the influence of the surface tension upon the primary breakup
was studied by numerical simulations and validated with experi-
mental data. For this purpose, model equations to describe the
shear dependent viscosity of such fuels were implemented in
OpenFOAM and successfully validated with a simple test case
0 ms 0.5 ms 1.0 ms
(a) CASE CWS1: TOP: EXPERIMENT. BOTTOM: SIMULATION
0 ms 0.5 ms 1.0 ms
(b) CASE CWS2: TOP: EXPERIMENT. BOTTOM: SIMULATION
FIGURE 12: MORPHOLOGY OF THE PRIMARY BREAKUP
of the Two-plates model. By an extensive comparison of ex-
perimental data and the simulation of CMC general applicability
of the VOF-method for such liquids was proven. The analysis
showed good agreement with regard to the morphology, the pri-
mary instability mode as well as quantitative parameters such
as the primary breakup length and frequency. Moreover, a de-
pendence of the morphology upon the primary instability mode
was confirmed, which is in good agreement with previous studies
[25].
Additionally, the influence of surface tension was investi-
gated by simulation of two hypothetical fluids, which differed by
one order of magnitude in the surface tension but with otherwise
constant properties. The results showed that with increasing sur-
face tension a decrease of the breakup frequency as well as the
spray angle due to the increased impact of surface tension forces
can be observed. Nevertheless, the quantitative changes of these
characteristics are small in comparison to the change of surface
tension, which is probably due to the high liquid viscosity.
The influence of shear-thinning flow behaviour by means of
the apparent viscosity was investigated and compared to experi-
mentally determined values in the region of interest for the pri-
mary breakup and showed reasonable agreement with measure-
ments.
In a last step, the primary breakup of two CWS was studied
by means of a simplified approach, which used the global prop-
erties of the CWS as input parameter for the liquid phase of the
VOF-simulations. A comparison of the morphology with regard
to characteristic sizes, the breakup regime as well as the primary
instability mode showed very good agreement with the experi-
ments. Therefore, the applicability of such simplified models to
simulate the primary breakup of such suspension fuels was con-
firmed.
In order to better understand the atomisation behaviour of
high-viscosity fuels in twin-fluid nozzles further experimental
and numerical work is ongoing, especially with regard to the in-
fluence of the primary instability upon the local stochiometry,
nozzle design and scalabilty as well as increased ambient pres-
sure upon the atomisation process.
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